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      OPEN LETTER TO KENT MADIN, EPISODE 5 Dear Ms Madin, In recognition of your penchant for pretending to be a woman, in fact several women (frankly my dear, just one is slightly too many), I thought I would do you the honour of addressing you as Ms Madin (you have used fake female identities of both young, single females and at least two married ones – remember?). So, not Miss and not Mrs, but Ms: how politically correct is that! But again, apologies, as I know you’re really chafing at the bit to read all about your many years of fakery (in case you’ve forgotten – as old age does that to unstable minds like yours), we need to put this intriguing little personality disorder to one side while we address something I think you will find just as interesting. What intrigues me, and several others, is the apparent paradox of your pretending to be female and your obvious adoration of younger men. Is there a connection or a contradiction? So, have a think, and hit Twitter, and let’s hear why you want to idolise men, by following online their every move, by winkling out every detail of their private lives, creating all kinds of fabulous (but fake) stories, posting it all online and, in a cack-handed and glaringly obvious attempt to avoid scrutiny (that only you would be fooled by), wrapping all this in your best attempt at some NewsoftheWorld front page sensationalism: “Isn’t it shocking but …”. And there you reveal for all to see your pathological obsession with other people’s private lives, people you’ve never met, and, psychopathically, people you really want to hurt; and the extent of your completely dysfunctional ability with simple facts. Basically, you publicly hate the people you secretly love. Ms Madin, I feel tremendously sorry for you. I know you simply can’t help yourself, which is why your exasperated brothers try to protect you, and I really want to help. At present, I don’t think you could manage to sharpen two pencils in a single day, and I have observed first hand your truly pathetic attempts to manage situations of low complexity that you have stumbled into where you were embarrassingly out of your depth. I saw that you were treated kindly (which you most certainly didn’t deserve) because people pitied you and your pathetic pomposity. So, to help, I have taken the liberty of finding you some good psychologists and counsellors who work not far from your home in Bozeman; places you could walk to. Here is the link: https://www.yelp.com/search?cflt=psychologists&find_loc=Bozeman%2C+MT Next, as an objective observer with many years direct experience of your psychological and personality difficulties, I’m happy to write an early pre-diagnosis assessment and personally introduce you in writing to all the professionals in your area so that you can then choose which ones you’d like to start working with. It’s important they don’t waste too much time mired in your denials of plain facts and your unconvincing pretence to having a brain (notice, I didn’t say ‘intellect’). I’m sure that with time and love you can give up your hatred of others once you learn to start loving yourself. Of course what this really means is that you will have to first give up hating yourself, as that’s what lies at the bottom of all your psychological difficulties. Now, I know what you’re going to say. You are going to protest that I should not be spending time on you because, well, you’re not worth it, I’m too busy and all that self-effacing stuff. But honestly, I do want to help, so I will complete that pre-assessment briefing paper, to make sure we cover all your issues – and there’s an awful lot to cover, that’s for sure – and get it off to, in the first round at least, professionals in the Bozeman area. Looking through the directory, I’ve decided to skip Trix because she’s a woman and we all know just how many difficulties you’ve have with women over time: everything from declaring online they are ‘fair game’ (your words), meaning you feel entitled to attack them and treat them like animals, to stalking a female Police Detective (on her personal Facebook account) who was working on a prosecution of you for Cyberstalking (6 years jail in Victoria) and making a death threat. Unlike self-serving you, the authorities take these things very seriously, Ms Madin. So, setting aside the female psychologists, I will direct this assessment and my introduction of you to John Christopher, Jim Del Luca, John Guza and John Platt (all PhDs I think). One of the good aspects of this approach is that most are called John, so your fuddled mind won’t confuse the name, no matter who you decide to work with. Of course, if they are too busy to take you on, I have a list of others in nearby towns. Seems that your little patch of Montana is extremely well served in terms of mental health. You will notice that I’m not going to involve psychiatrists at this point, for one reason. They have the legal power to have you committed to a residential facility, and I can assure you that would be a very long holiday for you indeed. So, if I was you, I would avoid at all costs having to fill out a Hare PCL-R assessment, as that would be the end of you. Being so attracted to faking so much for so long, you would not get around this one. Remember the FBI advice: stop denying everything as you only incriminate yourself? Good advice? You bet! And it’s important that I take the lead here Ms Madin, because we all know how slow you tend to be at getting into action. Or for that matter, getting your foggy head around anything even mildly complex. If you had my youth and energy then I wouldn’t worry about you quite so much. But you don’t, do you? And sometimes, as you say, you can hardly move with that back of yours. So I will be your friendly guide, simply because I understand you and I have great youth on my side. And you know the best part of this strategy, that’s aimed at getting you some much-needed professional help, your brothers and their wives will finally start to breathe easier and maybe even allow themselves a glimmer of hope regarding your possible rehabilitation. Just imagine, Ms Madin, how relieved your brother Larry will be, knowing his good reputation will no longer be smeared across four universities, to dozens of scientists. And as for your poor brother Ian, we all know that if he never hears your name for the next decade, it will still be 100 years too soon. Assuring you at all times of my deep concern for your mental well-being and my willingness to assist you to get the professional help you deserve. Your friend, Earle 
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